ELECT the ARTS this semester. The ARTS transfer as electives!

The ARTS fulfill your creative needs
The ARTS honor your independent spirit
The ARTS accomplish your personal goals
The ARTS satisfy your personal expression
The ARTS validate your natural talents
The ARTS realize your inherent skills
The ARTS complement your personality
AND
The ARTS make you WANT to be in College

Contact these departments for more information

ART
Jack Robbins - jrobbins@alamo.edu

DRAMA
Mellissa Marlowe - mmarlowe1@alamo.edu

MUSIC
Dan Smith - dsmith1@alamo.edu

DANCE
Jayne King - jking80@alamo.edu

Electives Available

- Drawing | ARTS 1316
- Painting | ARTS 2316
- Sculpture | ARTS 2326
- Ceramics | ARTS 2346
- Photography | ARTS 2356
- Digital Art | ARTS 2348
- Design | ARTS 1311
- Design II | ARTS 1312
- Theatre History | DRAMA 2361
- Voice & Diction | DRAMA 2336
- Acting | DRAMA 1251
- Stage Makeup | DRAMA 1341
- Stagecraft | DRAMA 1330
- Dance Composition | DANC 1301
- Tap | DANC 1110
- Ballroom | DANC 1128
- Modern Dance IMP | DANC 1345
- Modern Dance I | DANC 1145
- Ballet | DANC 1141
- Jazz Dance | DANC 1147
- Electronic Music | MUSI 1390
- Piano | MUSI 1181
- Voice | MUSI 1183
- Guitar | MUSI 1192
- Jazz Ensemble | MUEN 1122
- Concert Choir | MUEN 1141
- Fundamentals of Music | MUSI 1301
- Instrumental Chamber Ensemble | MUEN 1132